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Introduction :
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The year 1977 opens at a moment when the revolution of Kam-
puchea, the revolutionary struggle of the peoples of the
world and the struggle of the peoples of the non-aligned
countries and of the Third World is in an excellent situation.

During the past year the people and the Revolutionary Army of
Kampuchea have, under the correct and farsighted leadership
of the Revolutionary Organization of Kampuchea, held fast to
the principle of independence, sovereignty and self-reliance,
of being masters of their own and their country's destiny,
have continued their tradition of revolutionary heroism and .

spirit. of sublime sacrifice, and have won brilliant victories
in the work of rebuilding the economy, of national defence and
reconstruction as well as in defending the achievements of the
revolution and in improving standards of living. Taking agri-
culture as the basis of economic reconstruction, we have ob-
tained encouraging results in all fields during the year 1976.
Ihe harvest of that year achieved the objectives laid down in
the plan. It is better than the year before. It covers national
consumption and constitutes capital for the defence and recon-
struction of the country. What is more important still, economic
rebuilding, national defence and reconstruction soared prodi-
giously. This can be seen in the great and impetuous mass-
movements all over the country which have profound revolutionary
significance unprecedented in our history.

These geat mass-movements, especialy the great movement for
water control by the reconstruction of a system of dykes, canals
dams and reservoirs, the movement for production of natural
fertilizer and the movement for innovation and invention in the

. Iield of industry, have radically changed the outlook and men-
tality of our people according to the line of independence,
sovereignty, self-reliance, and to the spirit of collectivity.

At the same time we have successfully consolidated and develoDe.tne revolutionary power of the people of workers and peasants".

All these victories were won at the cost of an unyielding andcomplex struggle after the devastating war. of aggression of themost ferocious American imperialists and their lackeys.

These first results and these great, impetuous and ardent mass-movements strengthen our confidence in the brilliant future ofour people and our nation.



.e victories our people have won are certainly due to the

correct and farsighted leadership of the Revolutionary- Organi-

zation of Kampuchea and to the sublime heroism of our people.
But they are likewise due to the aid and support of friendly
peoples and countries., far or near in the world. We wish to

take this occasion to renew to all of them our warmest thanks

We consider all these results obtained by our people in the
work of national defence and reconstruction in this new stage
of the revolution of Kampuchea, as a modest contribution to

the common cause of the revolution in the world and to the
struggle of all peace- and justice-loving peoples, especially
to the struggle of the peoples of the non-aligned countries
and of the Third World.

Extract from a speech by Ieng Sary, Deputy Prime
Minister in Charge of Foreign Affairs , delivered
at a solemn reception in honour of the diplomatic 1

corps in Phnom Penh to celebrate the new year. 1977. )
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This year's good rice-harvest fully satisfies national cosumption. Reserves could be stored and seed stocks doubled.
Furthermore, there is a surplus for export.

The members ofa cooperative are bringing in the harvest.



Transforming liquid latex into crepe-rubber in a factory

in the North Region.

Rubber is the second most important product after rice.

The big lake „TonldSap" is full offish (more than 10 tons per square kilometre). After being caught, the fish are (for

instance) salted and dried.
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1st Part: Texts and Speeches

.0ONS TITUTl0N_ 0F_DEMOCRATI C__KAMPUCHEA

Adopted by the: Third National :r
"

Congress on December 14? 1975 5

and put into force as from
January: "5, 197'6,

:+
:

"+'-+:"+ + +; + '+ +'-'+,+ +++++++ + + +

[FUNBAMENTAL AND SACRED ASPIRATIONS OP THE WORKERS,

PEASANTS AND OTHER LABOURERS, REVOLUTIONARY ARMY'S

FIGHTERS AND CADRES OP. KAMPUCHEA ., :,;,,.

Considering the preponderant part played by the people,
especially by workers, poor peasants, peasants of lower-
middle strata, and by other labourers, in the country*.'!- c

side and. in the, cities, who. compose more than 95 per cent
of the whole nation of Kampuchea and who have borne the
heaviest load of the people's national liberation war,- con-
senting unceasingly the greatest sacrifices in^lives, pro-
perty, and feeliii^s for the front, and sending unhesitatingly
their children arid their husbands to. fight by tens ;

anct

hundreds of thousands on the battlefield; 4
-

Considering the tremendous
of the

sacrifices consented by the
three categories of the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea who,
in the blazing people's national liberation war, valiantly
fought, night and day, in any season, dry or rainy, suffer-
ing all kinds of hardships and privations ,'.lacking everything:
food, medecine, clothes, ammunition;

Considering 'the aspirations of" the whole people of Kampuchea
and of the whole Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea who wish
to have, an independent, united, peaceful, neutral, non-
aligned, sovereign Kampuchea in her . territorial integrity,
In a society 'where happiness, equality, justice and genuine
democracy reign, without 'rich nor poor people, without
oppressive nor oppressed classes, a society in which the
whole people live in harmony, in, the great national unity
and join their efforts in

,

productive labour, 'to edify and
defend the country together;'

Considering -the Resolution. of
: the Special National ..Congress

held on April ; 25, 26 and 27th, 1975? which solemnly .pro- . ..

claimed its recognition and respect of the above-mentioned
aspirations of the whole people and of the whole Revolution-
ary Army of Kampuchea; ...



The Constitution of Kampuchea stipulates the following:

CHAPTER I"

ABOUT STATE ADMINISTRATION

Article 1 :

The State of Kampuchea is an independent, united, peaceful,
neutral, non-aligned, sovereign and democratic State with
territorial integrity*

The State of Kampuchea is the State of the workers, peasants
and other labourers of Kampuchea,

The official name of the State of Kampuchea is: DEMOCRATIC
KAMPUCHEA.

CHAPTER II

ABOUT ECONOMIC ADMINISTRATION

Article 2

;

All important means of production are the collective pro-
perty of the people's State and the collective property of
the. communally organized people.

Articles for everyday use remain the personal property of
the individual.

CHAPTER III

; ABOUT CULTURE

Article 3:
The culture of Democratic Kampuchea is national, popular,
progressive and wholesome, serving the tasks of defending
and edifying a Kampuchea becoming more prosperous every
day.

The new culture resolutely fights against the depraved and
reactionary culture of , the oppressive classes, of colonial
lism^and imperialism in Kampuchea.

CHAPTER IY

ABOUT THE PRINCIPLE OP DIRECTION AND OP WORK

Article 4:
Democratic Kampuchea applies the collective principle in
direction and in work.

CHAPTER V *

ABOUT THE LEGISLATIVE POWER

i Article 5:
The legislative power lies with the Assembly of workers,

\
peasants and other labourers' representatives.



The official name of this Assembly is: ASSEMBLY OP THE
PEOPLE'S REPRESENTATIVES OP KAMPUCHEA.

The Assembly of the People's Representative of Kampuchea
has 250 membres representing workers, peasants, other labour-
ers and the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea distributed as .

follows

:

-Representatives of peasants t • . . . . , . ,
'

.

. , 150
-Representatives of workers and other labourers -:?©
-Representatives of the Revolutionary Army:, ,,,.50

Article 6s
Members of ' the Assembly of the. People's. Representatives of
Kampuchea are chosen every 5 years by the people, through
general election and secret and direct vote,.

Article 7

:

The Assembly of the People's Representatives of Kampuchea
passes laws and defines Democratic Kampuchea's internal and
external political lines*

. CHAPTER VI

ABOUT THE EXECUTIVE ORGAN

Article 8:
The Government is an organ in charge of executing laws and
implementing all political lines defined by the Assembly of
the People' s Representatives of Kampuchea* '

The Government is designated by the Assembly of the People's
Representatives of Kampuchea, It is fully resposible to this
Assembly for all its activities inside and outside the
country.

CHAPTER VII

ABOUT THE JUDICIARY 0RGA1J

Article 9*
Justice is exercised by the people. The people's courts
represent and guarantee the people's justice, defend the
people's democratic liberties and punish any act directed
against the people's State or violating the laws of the
people' s State,

The - courts of different- levels are chosen -and designated by
the Assembly of the People's Representatives.

Article 10:
The following acts violate the laws of the people's States

- systematic hostile or destructive activities that
endanger the people's State, receive the most severe
punishment

,

- other activities, besides the above mentioned', are
treated by means of reeducation within the State's or the
people's organisations.



'

' CHAPTER VIII V
ABOUT THE PRESIDIUM OP THE STATE

•

' Article 11 :

Democratic Kampuchea has a Presidium of the State, chosen and
designated every 5 years by the Assembly of the People's
Representatives of Kampuchea.

The Presidium of the State Is charged with representing the
State of Democratic Kampuchea inside and outside the country

5

within the limits of the Constitution of Democratic Kara- .

puchea and in conformity 'with the laws and political lines
defined by the Assembly of the People's Representatives of
Kampuchea.

'

The Presidium of the State is composed of:
'

- a .President ,

-

- a first Vice-President
- a second Vice-President.

CHAPTER IX :

ABOUT THE RIGHTS AID DUTIES OP EVERY CITIZEN OP KAMPUCHEA

Article 12s
Every citizen of 'Kampuchea has the full right to enjoy
material, moral and cultural life, which is to be constant-
ly improved. Every' citizen of Kampuchea has all his means
of existence fully secured.

Every worker- is the master of his factory.
Every peasant is the master of his ricefields and lands.
All other labourers have the right to work.
There exist absolutely no unemployment in Democratic
Kampuchea.

Article 13s
A full equality among all citizens of Kampuchea should pre-
vail in a society based on equality

*
justice, democracy,

harmony, happiness, in the great national unity to defend
and edify the country together.

Men and women are equal in every field.
Polygamy and polyandry are prohibited.

Article 14:
Every citizen of Kampuchea has the duty to defend and edify
the 'country in accordance with his abilities and his
possibilities.

CHAPTER X
ABOUT THE CAPITAL

Article 15s
The capital if Democratic Kampuchea is PHNOM PM



National Armorial Bearings

National Flag
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CHAPTER XI

ABOUT THE NATIONAL FLAG

Article 16:.

.

The National Flag of Kampuchea has the. following form and
significations -

The ground,. colour is red* In- the center is a design of d
monuraejat ' with three .towers" in yellow colour.

The red ground symbolizes the revolutionary movement, the
resolute and valiant struggle of the people.of Kampuchea
for national liberation and national defense and edification.

The monument of yellow colour symbolises the ^national 'tradi-
tion and the people of Kampuchea, defending: and edifying '.a

country more and more glorious.

'C.''C CHAPTER XII
r ABOUT THE NATIONAL ARMORIAL BEARINGS

Article117:
The national Armorial Bearings are made of a system of
dikes and irrigation canals,symbolizing modern agriculture,
and a factory symbolizing industry, enclosed within two arc-
shaged sheaves, of paddy , and -"bearing the inscription:
DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA,- below/ -,

CHAPTER XIII .

ABOUT THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

Article 18s
The National .Anthem of Democratic Kampuchea is H GLORIOUS
APRIL 1?th'V-

CHAPTER XIV

ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMY OP KAMPUCHEA ;
"" '

Article 19:
The Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea with its three cate-
gories i regular, regional. and guerilleros, is the Army of
the People, the mem and women fighters and cadres are ,the
sons and daughters of workers, peasants and other labourers,
It defends. the people' s power -in Kampuchea and defends the
independent, united,; peaceful, "neutral, non-aligned, sdve--
reign, democratic Kampuchea in her territorial integrity.
At the same time, it takes part in the edification of a
country more and more glorious and in the constant improve-
ment of the people's standard of living which Is to be
more and more prosperous.
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CHAPTER XV

ABOUT BELIEFS AID RELIGIOUS

Article 20s
Every citizen of Kampuchea has the right to have any belief
and religion, and has the right to have neither belief nor
religion.

Any reactionary religion harming Democratic Kampuchea and
her people Is strictly prohibited.

CHAPTER XVT
• ABOUT FOREIGN POLICY

.

'

'

- ~ > . . Article 21

1

Democratic Kampuchea 'is- -endowed with goodwill and firmly
determined to maintain close and friendly relations with
all countries having common borders with her, and with all
countries throughout the world, near or far, on the strict
basis of mutual respect of sovereignity . and territorial
Integrity.

Democratic Kampuchea abides by a policy of independence,
peace, neutrality and non-alignment. Ho foreign country
whatever, is allowed to establish military bases on her terri-
tory. She stands resolutely against all foreign Interference
in her internal affairs, and fights resolutely against all-..;

subversive and aggressive acts from outside, whether mili-
tary, political, cultural, economical, social, diplomat ical
or presented as so-called humanitarian acts.

Democratic Kampuchea never interferes in any way in the in-
ternal affairs of other countries. She scrupulously abides
by the principles that every country. ; is sovereign and has
the right to, dispose and decide by itself its internal
affairis without foreign interference.

Democratic Kampuchea resolutely remains in the great, family
of non-aligned countries. •-.:--. -

Democratic Kampuchea does her utmost to develop her soli-
darity with the Third World peoples in Asia, Africa and
Latin America, and -with all peace- and justice-loving
peoples in the world, and to foster active mutual aid and
support in the struggle against Imperialism, colonialism
and neo-coloniallsm, for genuine independence, peace, friend-
ship, democracy, justice and progress in the world.

+ + + + +
. + + + + + + + ;-+
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OP THE 5th £Uffli¥ CONFERENCE OP NON-ALIGNED -COUNTRIES:

The 5th Summit Conference of Non-aligned Countries'^
place from August 16 to August 19 i 1976, achieved brilliant
Victories •', It adopted a Political Declaration,, an .Economic
Declaration and a number of other documents .which' reixiforce
the principles of non-alignment," enhance, the role of this,
Movement and cohfirm the resolute, solidarity of the non-
aligned countries in the common struggle against imperialism-
colonialism, neo-colonialism and against; the .interference^,
interventions', aggress ions and against the., expansionism, of;
the rich great powers,; -for . independence, •sovereignty ? terri-
torial integrity and the right of /each- people to determine
the destiny of its nation, by itself in- full independence and
sovereignty,' • -. "V 7 :.

To be sure, the Conference /took place/in an atmosphere of
confidence, solidarity and optimism due to the victories in
the political, armed and economic struggle won by the peoples
of the world and the "non-aligned", countries and also due to
their growing political-awareness and organizational progress
But the Conference has been the object of pressure, slander
and other perfidious activities undertaken by the rich great
powers "who are trying to control and divide. the non-aligned
movement. Ihus,rithe splendid results of the Conference have
a deep significance and permit us to consider the 'Conference
in Colombo as an important ; stage in the movement of non-
aligned countries since the 4th Summit Conference in Algiers,,

The 5th Conference extended a warm welcome to a number' of
countries that, having won brilliant victories over imperia-
lism and colonialism, have become full members of the great
family of the non-aligned countries. Their presence increases
still more the power ofrthe

f
non-aligned movement aad-secures

its growing influence in the international arena.

The Political Declaration: stress
ment tT c ons t it ut es ; an. imrnens e pow
imperialism ahdr foreign control
fest at ions , and . that it defends
self-determination and the right
its internal, affairs in full and
Furthermore it expressed resolut
military, political, economic or
internal affairs of a .ny gtate."

ed .that the non-aligned move-
er in the struggle against
in all; Its forms and mani-
the right of each people to
of each country to settle
ependence and sovereignty,
e opposition to any form of
other interference in the

The Conference likewise expressed its opposition to the
struggle for influence which the rich great powers are
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waging on all continents and which is the underlying cause of
international tension. The Conference emphasized that the
non-aligned countries must remain on their guard and double
the efforts in order to combat the political, economic and
ideological pressure of the rich great powers and they must
be united and wage an active struggle on the basis of friendsm
ship, cooperation and mutual respect. They must; mobilize all
their strength to safeguard their national independence and
sovereignty.

Referring to, the Indian Ocean, the Conference denounced the
rivalry of the great maritime powers who are quarrelling over
this Ocean and demanded the dismantling of their military bases
and installations and logistic supply centres, the withdrawal
of all their weapons, including nuclear weapons, and the-

suppression of all military presence of great maritime .power

in this region, for it constitutes a threat -to the indepen-
dence, sovereignty, integrity and security of the countries
in ;

' this region.

Furthermore the Conference renewed its support for the Govern-
ment - of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the
Korean people who are struggling against the splittist schemes
of "the American 'imperialists seeking to maintain their domi-
nation over South Korea, and for the independent and peaceful
reunification of Korea. It likewise supports the struggle of
the Palestinian people against the Israeli Zionists for its
fundamental national rights, the struggle of the Arab peoples
for the recovery of their territories, as well as the mani-
fold struggle, including armed struggle, of the -peoples of
Zimbabwe, Namibia, Azania against colonialism and white racism
for their independence and the struggle of all peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin-iAmerica for their fundamental national rights.

In the Economic. Declaration, the 5th Summit Conference stressed
that the struggle to -establish a new international economic
order is apolitical struggle of far-reaching consequences
and that the great powers are entirely responsible for the
grave situation existing in the developing countries. In order
to bring about the establishment of a new international^ econo-
mic order, the non-aligned countries must therefore actively
unite to wage a struggle against the aggressions and inter-
ferences, committed under whatever, pretext , by the rich great
powers. At the same time they must undertake every effort to

overcome all obstacles, bdlld up their own national ^ economy
and strengthen their cooperation based on the principle of'

mutual respect.

The Conference also took note of the aspirations of the peoples
of Asia for independence and sovereignty. ;

The Heads of Stat :

e and Government of the non-aligned countries
"warily saluted the glorious and historic victory,.of the
heroic people of Kampuchea over the war of aggression of the
American imperialists on April 17, 1975", and 1 confirmed once
again "their unwavering solidarity with the struggle of the

people and Government of Democratic Kampuchea to build up the
economy, to establish a new, truly democratic and prosperous



The President of the Presidium of the State Khieu Samphan speaking during the Conference.

At the Summit Conference of Non-aligned Countries in Colombo, our Delegation solemnly confirmed once more the

place of Democratic Kampuchea in the world: „Democratic Kampuchea resolutely remains in the great family of non-

aligned countries".

Heads ofState and Goverment taking part in the Conference of Colombo.
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^4 cawa/ oftheMeak cooperative (Stung Trang, North Zone)

New face of the countryside of Kampuchea

Young peasant women of the O-Bdng cooperative spreading fertilizer on the rice-shoots.
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society and to defend the achievements of the victory, inde-
pendence, sovereignty and territorial integrity against all
foreign interference,"

Then, expressing high appreciation of the immense sacrifices
of the people of Kampuchea, and the correct line of being
independent and sovereign, of relying on its own efforts amd
being master of its own destiny, the.Conference pointed out
that the victories of our people contribute significantly"
to enhancing ana consolidating the non-aligned principles and
to the struggle of the peoples of the world against imperial-
ism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, racism and every act of
aggression and interference coming from outside. The Conferen-
ce congratulated Democratic Kampuchea on her constant loyalty
to the non-aligned principles and paid tribute to her s uns hake-
able determination to defend these principles. ;..

The people of Kampuchea warmly hails the victories of the
5th Summit Conference of Non-a.ligned Countries which consoli-
date the non-aligned principles, enhance the non-aligned
movement oaM strengthen the solidarity within its ranks* At
the. same time" our people,pays tribute to the efforts under-
taken by; the friendly delegations to make a success of the
Conference and especially it honours the great contribution
made by: the Government and people of Sri Lanka.

In contributing to the revolutionary struggle of -the peoples
of the world, to the liberation struggle of the brotherly
countries of the Third World and to the strengthening of tit.

cause of the great non-aligned family ,- the people of Kampucht,
is determined to carry out the revolution successfully in its
own country, to build-up its economy and edify its country
according to the principles of- independence, sovereignty and
self-reliance. At the same time the people of Kampuchea will
do its utmost physically and morally to make common cause
with the revolutionary; movement of the peoples of the world
and the struggle of the brotherly peoples in the Third World
for independence,, sovereignty, territorial integrity, liberty,
democracy, friendship and social progress. This is a noble
revolutionary task which our people must fulfil.*



OK CERTAIN s INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS-

Speech by Ieng S'ary", Deputy-Prime Minister -In Charge of Foreign
Affairs-,: Head of the -Delegation of Democratic Kampuchea at the

3.1 it Session of the United Nations Organization General Assembly

;" \" - New York, October -6,: 1976 -

LMpv "President ,.

'.'.
,. .;=>.

The Delegation of Democratic Kampuchea is happy to extend its

heartiest congratulations to you on your unanimous election to

the presidency of the work of..this 31st Session of the United
Nations General Assembly/ The responsability confided to you
is a moving, s ign of es t eem t owards your country , S r i Lanka 9

for' its " constant policy of: -independence., peace and non-align-
ment • And since at the moment Sri Lanka presides over the group
of .non-aligned countries, this is at the same time a moving
sign of esteem, to the whole Movement and to the principles of

non-alignment. We are convinced that under your presidency our

work will bring great successes..

We also extend our warmest : cbngratulations to His Excellency
Fir. Gaston Thorn, : President, of the -30th Session of our General
As.se.mbly, for the successes he achieved in his high' function*

^

Finally we; are happy to express our sincere congratulations and
tor heartily welcome the Republic of Seychelles in the midst of
our Organization. -.>. %.

•We deeply regret the fact that the Socialist Republic of Viet-
nam is still prevented from taking part in our work, although
it fulfils all the requirements, of the Charter- The United
States of America' Have decided to abuse their Veto once again
without" any valid reason. This shows- contempt of tire -will of
all peace- and justice- loving peoples and is at the same time
a flagrant provocation :of the international community. We re-
new here our firm support of the candidature of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam for membership in our international Orga-
nization* We renew likewise our support of the candidature of
the People's Republic of Angola, whose absence in our midst
we regret-,

Mr. President,

The 31st Regular Session of our General Assembly takes place at

a time when all the peoples of the world and especially the
peoples of the non-aligned countries an'fi of the Third World
are waging a victorious struggle everywhere against imperialism
colonialism, neo-colonialism, Zionism and all forms of foreign
interference, aggression, expansionism and exploitation, for

^

independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity, for the fight
to determine their own destiny and for the establishment of .a

new international economic order on the basis of justice and
equality

•
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The success of the recent 5th Summit Conference of Non- --
; ;: .

aligned Countries in Colomb.o confirmed this irresistible
movement of the peoples-*, struggle on all levels: the politi-
cal, military, diplomatic, economic , organizational,..., for
their liberty:, their ;dignity and social progress.

We are living; in a world which is undergoing a deep and rapid
change. In the course of the last three decades, the peoples
of Asla,\ Africa and Latin America - for centuries exploited
and oppressed -have awakened, have recognized their own ;.

power arid; above all, taking up arms, have engaged in acute :

and complex struggles costing many a sacrifice, in order to
liberate themselves from the unjust system of old and new
colonialism :.and to cast off all 'shackles of foreign domina-
tion and exploitation. In a hard struggle, they have gained
their liberty, their independence and their dignity, they
have recovered the right .to determine their own destiny. Step
by. step, these victories have made the very fundaments of the
colonial and neo- colonial system tremble. They open up the :

way towards, complete liberation for all Mankind. The desire.
for national independence will '

-finally triumph everywhere. No
power in the- world can suppress the peoples 1 determination to
recover,,their liberty, their dignity and their national
identity;.; .'

Dozens of new independent states are arising from the ruins
of colonialism,"- determined to engage in the struggle to de-
fend and consolidate their political and economic indepen-
dence, their soverignty and territorial integrity against all
acts of domination, exploitation, interference and aggression
on the part of the rich great powers. They mobilize their :

whole potential and all their capacities in order to imple-
ment- their, inalienable right to: sovereignty over their. "..to
national resources and to build a new society In accordance
with the aspirations of their people and the specific eondi-
tiohaof their nation* Scarred' by the same fate in the past
under colonialist regimes, linked together by common goals
and interests, these independent states of the Third World
reject by common consent the outlived International relations
which are based upon inequality and dependence. They call,
forcefully for the establishment of new relations between the
peoples and nations, in accordance with the signifleant chan-
ges

;_. which have taken place in the world, and based ion the
principles of mutual respect of independence,- sovereignty and
territorial integrity, equality, mutual advantage,- non-inter-
ference in the internal .affairs of other states and the right
of every people to manage its own affairs.'

These are the principles of the non-aligned Movement.' Born
from the categorical 'rejection of bloc politics and from the
compelling necessity for the newly- independent states to
preserve and consolidate their hard-earned liberty and sove-
reignty against the ambitions, the greed and the expansionist
designs of the rich gr§at powers

,

r

- the non-aligned Movement
demonstrated its vitality '"and energy once again at the recent
5th Summit Conference of .Colombo. Together with all other
forces of the Third World and all peace- and justice-loving
forces in the world, the non-aligned Movement has become a
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current of unprecedented significance and strength which is
shaking the foundations of the ever-changing world. The
principles of non-alignment, inspired by justice and fairness
express the profound aspirations and the firm will of the
Third-World countries which encompass almost three quarters
of our planet r s population and constitute the majority of the
member-states of our international community. And thanks to
the steadfast efforts of the non-aligned Movement, the rest
of the world can no longer overlook these principles. The
unity of the non-aligned countries, founded on these princip-
les and on clear aims in struggle, their resolute action
founded on the solidarity of those Third-World countries
which are united in the "Group of 77" constitute a powerful
force. During the past years, the non-aligned Movement has !:.

launched important initiatives for
;
a more realistic and just

conception of the relations between peoples and .nations* The
3rd UNO Sea Law Conference was convoked on the suggestion of
the 3rd Summit Conference of Non-aligned Countries in Lusaka
in 1370. The struggle for the establishment of a new. inter-
national economic order was initiated by the 4th Summit Con-
ference of Algiers in 1973, which called on ONU to convoke
the 6th and 7th Special Sessions of its General Assembly. In
addition, the Conference of Manila, the 4th UNCTAD Conference
in Nairobi and, most recently, the Conference of Mexico City
show the energy and solidarity which inspire the "Group of
.77" In its efforts to realize a new international economic
order.

Thus the voice of the non-aligned countries and of the Third
World has become a voice. which the world community cannot
ignore in $11 its debates and in search for solutions to inter-
national problems. The emergence of numerous independent
Third-World states, the energy and vitality of the non-
aligned movement have changed the face of the world, which no
longer corresponds to the image fashioned by* the great rich
powers when UNO was founded, at a time when the international
relations of domination and dependence had not yet been
questioned,

Mr. President, 1

The people of Kampuchea has not- kept aside from the world's
upheavals, Together with all the other peoples it has active-
ly taken part in the common struggle against imperialism,
colonialism and neo-colonialism in order to liberate itself
from all forms of domination, oppression and exploitation.
Our people never accepted the yoke of the colonialist and neo-
colonialist system which was imposed on us for over a century
and against which our .people fought from the beginning,
gaining successive victories in a long, difficult and un-
yielding struggle on the political, military and diplomatic
levels, leading to the total victory over the American im-
perialists 1 war of aggression on April 17 , 1975. This glo-
rious victory is of a great historical significance for the
people and nation of Kampuchea, fer it marks their total and
final liberation from imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonial-
ism and all other forms of domination and exploitation* Our
whole nation has regained its soul and its identity, Our
people has regained its dignity and holds its destiny firmly
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own hands, in complete independence and sovereignty.
April 17, 1975 is. also a victory- of the unwavering solidarity
with the. struggle of the people of Kampuchea shown by the
non-aligned and. Third-World' peoples and countries .and. by all
peace- and

. just ice-loving peoples and countries . In ; :the ;wdrld,
including the..people, .'the youth, progressive and peace-loving
.political personalities .of vine United States of America. And,
finally,, it is..

:

a victory '-of. the policy of independence,, --peace
and non-alignment over the politics of domination,
exploitation^ .interference and aggression.

oppression,

. .In order to, achieve this victory our nation and our 1 people
had to bear .immense sacrifices.. More than one million inhabi-
tants were killed, or wounded, that is about 13% .of the 'total
population. The economy was devastated. The means and' instru-
ments of production were largely destroyed: hundreds of
thousands of cattle, and water buffaloes", necessary for agri-
cultural work,: were. killed? 70-80% of the factories,,- planta-
tions, lands,, rice-fields, forests were destroyed j 60-80%
of the means of; communication (bridges, roads, railroads/,,
harbours,...); hundreds of villages and urban settlements
were razed. to the ground and. wiped off the map.

Oui? nation and our people took these grievous sacrifices
upon themselves for the love of "their motherland, for the
liberation of their country and for their own liberation, for
national honour and dignity, democracy, peace and territorial

.
integrity and, a-lso for the sake of solidarity with the
peoples of the world,, with -the national liberation movements
and d-empcratic;. movements, for the sake

:

of world peace.

Immediately after liberation, these self-same motives led our
people on to engage, in a vast and Impetuous nation-wide reve-
lUtionary mass-movement to accomplish two tasks: defence and
reconstruction, of r our country. . .

'

Since. the liberation we have successfully defended "and'- con-
solidated the achievements of the revolution. Security pre-
vails throughout our territory. However, even after their
defeat, the American imperialists, their lackeys and the
other ..reactionary forces incessantly continue to afflict our
.country, our people and. our revolution - this is .what our
own experiences and\:ihose of the other revolutions in the
world teach us. Since-, it is impossible or at least difficult
tor them to attack us openly from outside, they take great
pains to reassemble the remnants of the traitors' _ forces in
oraer.to carry out subversive, provocative, disruptive and
undermining activities in the Interior of our country, and- to
interfere with our internal- affairs. Thanks to our continuous
revolutionary vigilance and "close unity, our nation, our
people and our army have inflicted severe defeats on the .

enemy, But the American imperialists, their lackeys and the
other _ reactionary forces, guided by their aggressive nature
and blind ed by- their excessive ambitions, refuse to draw the
lessons from their defeat .and obstinately pursue their'
criminal, activities. lo doubt our people and our revolutio-
nary armed forces will inflict further new and shameful "de-
feats on the enemy, in complete independence and sovereignty.
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:

Since the war we have solved step by step the problems posed
by economic reconstruction in the fields of agriculture,

1

handicraft, industry, social services, etc*- We have, in
particular, fundamentally solved the;, food problem. Our popul-
ation need not be anxious /about faminei We shall continue to
solve our problems: successfully in .order to- build an indepen-
dent economy, without which: genuineapolitical independence
cannot exist. In this new stage of its struggle our people
still unwaveringly upholds the political line which led to^
the historic victory of' April 1 F7,, 1975 , that 'is,"i;

:
he. line of

independence* sovereignty ahd. self-reliaince. Enthusiastically
and in a spirit of nationnl unityr oui? people continues to
glverproof of its! creative p-ower, determination and revolu-
tionary vigilance* ;.-

Many friendly peoples and countries have shown their support
and encouraged us to pursue our course. Their support and aid
have contributed to strehgjiien our independence, our sove# _r

reignty and territorial integrity -and to bind the ties of
friendship between our peoples and our countries. V^e are
happyv, to renew here expressions of the deep gratitude of our
people-and our Government -to all these friendly peoples £n$
countries.

Our "people has always wanted to live in peace and liberty
within its own borders and to build a society in accordance
with its profound aspirations. Although subjected to*- aggres-
sion, dominated-,' enslaved for many centuries, and although a
large part of our national territory was amputated pur people
has no feelings of contempt or hostility and no plans of
intervention, aggression or expansion towards any other
people or country. In her foreign relations, Democratic Kam-
puchea will always continue to follow a policy of indepen^c
dence, peace, neutrality and non-alignment. This is a stra-
tegical and non-* occasional option, for it is in line with
the aspirations of our people, its culture, its history and
with the geographical 'situation of our pountry; As a non-
aligned .-country,- Democratic Kampuchea respects and conscien-
tiously practices the principles of non-alignment, which
correspond to the^undamental principles laid down in the
United lations,,Charter. Democratic Kampuchea neither partici-
pates in any ;.alliance norin any regional association. She
resists/the .establishment of any foreign military bases on her
territory and all forms of intervention and interference with...

her internal affairs. Our people resolutely defends its
independence, national sovereignty, territorial integrity and
its inalienable right to determine its own destiny, for which
it has fought so hard and sacrified so much. At the same time

?

Democratic Kampuchea continues her efforts to establish and
maintain close relations with her neighbours and with all the
other countries of the world, based on the strict mutual
respect for independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity,
of the principle of equality and mutual advantages. Democratic
Kampuchea never interferes with internal affairs of other
countries;. She conscientiously respects the sovereign right
of every country to dispose and decide its own affairs with-
out any foreign interference. As in the past, Democratic Kam-
puchea will continue to show active solidarity and firm
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Repairing the motors of boats that the enemy destroyed
before its defeat.

At thePhnom Penh shipyard, construction of the hull of
a 500-ton ship (in metal).

Standardized production of small wooden boats for river transport.



Connecting the electric wires for a factory recently built A hydro-electric dam built by the peasants of a coopera-

tive in the West Zone.

Bridge construction on the Kamchay River (Kampot).

%,
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support to all movements of struggle of the peoples for inde-
pendence,, liberty, demo cr-aey ^and social progress , ngai£st -imper--
':ialism 3 colonialism* h^b-colbnialism, racism, -Zionism' and all
other forms of foreign-domination and exploitation,

Mr. President , :

:
- ^-;

The .irres is table strength of the liberation movement of the
oppressed nations and peoples strikes imperialism and all the
forces of -foreign domination and exploitation with dread,- and
they multiply their activities
last bations, preserving their
aspirations of the peoples for
progress. > --.. ~

"

aimed at strengthening their
privileges and subduing the
liberty, justice and social

Pirstl^y Korea has been divided for more than 30 years, be-.:

cause The United States of America obstinately pursue : their
policy of ?? two Koreas 1

' and their domination of the Southern
part of Korea/.'- In contempt ... of the North-South Joint Statement
of June 4 ?

T972 , and the Resolution 3390 B of the 30th
Session of the UliQ. General Assembly" they have reinforced I.

their occupation forces in South Korea and iiave introduced
great quantities of modern weapons, including nuclear weapons,
into the' country,.: They have: drawn up plans to attack and
-occupy the Democratic People 1

s,. Republic of . Korea within a few
days. In South Korea, the neo-^colonlalist regime arrests, im-
prisons and murders Korean- patriots found guilty of demanding
the independent and peaceful reunification of their mother-
land „

All these facts clearly show that the United. States of Ame"^
rica and the regime in Seoul are actively preparing new. agg-
ression against the Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
and that the American forces stationed in South Korea are in
fact the main obstacle tn> the reunification of Korea and con-
stitute a serious threat to peace in this part of the. world

Democratic Kampuchea firmly supports the 3 principles and the
orientation in five points put forward by President" "K1H.::IE^'
SUNG to solve the Korean problem.. The Korean pr.oblem can only
be solved :±n. accordance, with Resolution 3390 B (XXX),. that^ is,
by ^putting an end- to the intervention and aggression of the-
United States of America in Korea, totally withdrawing the. :

American forces and their military equipment, including nu-
clear weapons, from South Korea, dissolving the so-called
?1U # Na High Command" and replacing the provisional Armistice
Agreement by. a Peace Agreement.

S econdly , it would be in vain to hope
peace in the Middle East until the Pal
recovered their inalienable national r
help of the United S t at.es ;,of America

5

tinues to lay obstacles in;- the path of
pertinent UNO jr.esaiuti.ons ainied at sol
obstinately pursues. / its aggression aga
and Arab peoples and refuses the,. Pales
exercise of its inalienable national r
Resolution 3236 (XXIX) of the U.K. Gen

to establish lasting
estinian people have
ights. Thanks to the
Israeli Zionism con-
all efforts and all

ving the problem. It
inst the Palestinian
tinian people the
ights recognized by
eral Assembly. What is
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more, it is stepping up the e3tablishmeht of colonial settle-
ments in the Arab territories its occupies by force. Democra-
tic Kampuchea has always firmly supported the just .struggle
of the Palestinian people and will continue to do so until
the Palestinian people can exercise their inalienable ; t-

Aati&nal rights, including their rights of self-determination,
independence and of sovereignty, and u&til the Palestinian
people can enjoy the inalienable right to return to its home-
land and to its property from which it was expelled and up-
rooted,.

We are-glad to see the important progress made by the Pales-
tinian liberation Organization which is recognized by the
U10^, ..the group of non-aligned countries, the League of Arab
States, the Organization of African Unity and by the growing
majority of the international community.

Democratic Kampuchea will also continue to firmly support the
just s-truggle of the other Arab peoples to recover their
territories which Israeli Zionism has occupied by force since
1967.

We are firmly convinced that thanks to their
:
solidary, per-

severing, unyielding and resolute struggle, and to the soli-
darity of all peace- and justice-loving peoples, the just and
sacred cause of the Palestinian people and the other Arab
peoples will triumph.

Thirdly , Taiwan has not yet been able to be reintegrated into
its motherland, as a result of the intervention and military
occupation by the United States of America which has lasted
already more than 27 years. We renew our firm and constant
support of the People's Republic of China in its struggle for
the respect of its national sovereignty and territorial inte-
grity and for the .'return of this island to its motherland.

Fourthly , the problems of frecolonialization are still acute.
In East Timor, the people is still refused independence,
which it had, nevertheless, already attained at a great cost,
after a long and brave fight. Indeed, on the very morrow' of
that independence, the country was attacked and then forceful-
ly annexed. The

;
.30th UNO General Assembly ancl^gie Security

Council have adopted resolutions calling for/ withdrawal of
all foreign troops, the respect of East Timor's territorial
integrity and of Its people* s inalienable rights of self-
determination and independence by all countries. These reso-
lutions are most appropriate, even though the. robber- country
continues to ignore them.

:

The annexion of East Timor is an
act perpetrated in blatant- contempt for the aspirations of
its people. The just struggle of the people and Government of
the Democratic Republic of East Timor under the leadership
of FRETILIN to recover their independence has the support
and active solidarity of Democratic Kampuchea. Neither force
nor deceit will be able to weaken the will for Independence
of the people of East Timor.

This will for independence proves its unprecedented power
in Southern Africa today, which has become the main scene of
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decolonialisation. The racist minority regimes in Salisbury
and Pretoria have rejected all the decisions of UNO and have
refused the -offer of peaceful transition as contained in the
Declaration "of Lusaka, With the- help of other imperialist
powers they aggrave repression,' reinforce their fascist domi-
nation, intensify their preparations for war and multiply
their manoevres to disunite the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia
and Azania. .Massacres such as that of Soveto, arrests, deten
tion, torture and deportation of the civil population are
still being carried out and are veritable provocations of the
international community. But the peoples of Southern Africa
have reached the point where they will no longer silently en-
dure humiliations, slavery and injustice on account of the
colour of their skin. They have determinedly intensified their
fight against the inhuman and oppressive system of apartheid
and racial discrimination in order to recover liberty, justice
and human dignity. We express our complete solidarity with r_

the struggle of the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia and Azania
as 'well, as with all the friendly countries in this region of
Southern Africa who have taken energetic measures against the
racist regimes in Salisbury and Pretoria in support of this
struggle. As a result , of their resolute and steadfast struggle,
their unity and their .vigilance against the disruptive manoe-
vres- of imperialism and all forces of foreign domination,
the peoples of Zimbabwe, Fsiibia and Azania shall attain
their independence and human dignity. This fight has received
significant encouragement from all African countries. United
at. the 13th Summit Meeting- of the OAU, they issued a resound-
ing call to step up the armed struggle and decided to" supply
a maximum of .political, economic and military aid to this
purpose. This is a just position that shows -that Africa be-
longs to the Africans and that the decolonialization of the
African continent is the work of the peoples of Africa. We
express our all-out support of this just .position as well as
of all the efforts of the African peoples towards the total
decolonialization of Africa.

In this spirit; we
:
renew our unwavering solidarity with the

struggle of , the people of Comoro for the respect of its natio-
nal unity, its sovereignty and its territorial integrity

,

which must be realized by the reintegration- of the Mayotte
Island into, the Archipelago.

As;:far;as West Sahara is concerned, we are - in line with our
constant stand - of the opinion that this problem should be
solved on the basis : of the principle of self-determination.
We are confident that the OAU Summit Meeting will be able to
take decisions in accordance with the spirit of friendship
and solidarity; between the states of the region. Furthermore,
we firmly support the -liberation movements of the Latin
American peoples. We, renew our solidarity with the people and
Government of Cuba who have raised the- legitimate demand that
the United 'States of America return the base of Guantanamo.
We support the just ; struggle- of the" people and Government of
Panama to recover, their true sovereignty and total juris-
diction over the Canal Zone. We underline our support of the
Euerto-Rican,. people in its struggle for full enjoyment of its
national rights.
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Fifthly , the profound changes that have taken place in the
international arena during the past three decades obviously
call for a renewal .of the structure of UNO and a revision of
its Charter to adapt them to the present realities and to
bring them in line with the aspirations of all peoples who
want to be masters of their own destiny, and to make use of
their national resources in complete Independence and sove-
reignty, to establish

:

:ihternat;ional relations based on justice
and equality in a neW%orld -founded, oh true; -independence,
democracy , social pvogre^'[B^d ;gBace r.fre&. from imperialism,
neo-coionialism, racism and all:. other forma. of domination and
foreign exploitation'^^ in, revising the. Charter
must-, be to strengthen -the' toIb of i the-- Unit ed Nations in the
search for solutions to" 'tiie^'iilosV.; important- and serious prob-
lems of- the world today 9 :

w1iich is overshadowed by-theprob-
lems'of the Third* World. ;:

-- '

.1 :-.s.:~-
:-'"-" ;

• i

;

:j

:

;

'Furthermore, the 'U.N. must be put in
;
a position to effective-

ly ; enforce the resolution^ ;6f our. ..General Assembly. To this
end: it, is

:

, first of all' h^ec'essary ta bestow the. high responsi-
bilities, of our- world "organization, primarily on those person-
.alities who have- an excellent knowledge of the problems :of-

the Third. Mot Id;,y-.who.: have proved their determin&tioh to serve
this cause ;and who possess, the confidence* of the Third-World
countries, -i/i^ -

—
'

' '

'

"-.:-.

In
;
addition, it is necessary to find ;a solution to the pre-

sent anachronism; by/which 'the
:lrich great powers still hold/ .

sway . over D
:

HO ?
-: especially' in the Security .Council , whereas

the
:: countries of the Third World prove /themselves an ever-

growing power in .the international:, arena, as well as in the
midst of our General Assembly." "This- anachronism damages and
weakens OTCH-s role. It is obvious'that the role, the composi-
tion and the regulations of: the. Security Council would gain
by being modified. in accord'ahce with the new realities in the
world. The abolition or at least the limitation of the Veto'
should be seriously considered* Its application has indeed
merely served to protect the privileges of the rich great
powers against; the interests of the Third World. The Veto has
in fact been used to oppose suitable and just measures adopt-
ed by "the majority .of UUO members against states- which ';_•:'

violated the.. Charter, has paralysed UNO's efforta.In !the
search for solutions to the Palestinian problem and the prob-
lem of decolonialization on Southern Africa. Similarly,' the
use of the, Veto to' oppose the- •admission of new menbers into :

the mid^t of our organization is a check to the; further /-'

progress : of the: Third World.
'

,.1 '

.

If one really intends to strengthen UNO's role in the present
day, it Is indispensable that the decisions concerning the
world Vs. great problems should no longer be : the prerogative of
the rich'..great powers but ^should be the .responsibility of all
stages','." great or -small, on the basis of complete .- equality.
And the body in which such a responsibility, could- be ;most
efficiently -exercised^ is our General Assembly., where all
states : are represented and whose; influence and power w-bai'3"-

gain by being extended and made more efficient..;.The revision
of the Charter and the new structure of UNO are of great
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As concerning .the exploration and exploitation of the sea'

s

resources in tiie international zone which is the common heri-

tage "of -Mankind-, we are of the opinion that only a qualified
international Authority, equipped with the necessary powers,

can defend the legitimate interests of the developing countries

.Mr, President,
"

:
'

Problems of economic development remain the major preoccupa-

tion of our world, For 4 years -now, the : countries ' of the Third

World have united their efforts to replace-' the present inter-

national economic order. Thi^
1

outdated- system, based on rela-

tions of domination,' exploitation and dependence, enabled the

developed countries to enricfi-: themselves very rapidly: -and -to

live in superfluity and wastage, whereas
,

tlie developing -

countries get poorer from day- to -day , and having acquired

their political independence; still remain" -confronted with the

dramatic problems of miseryy malnufrit ion^ hunger, sickness

and 'illiteracy!. The 'terms^of: ta?ade-continue^ tt> deteriorate for

these< developing countries, -because the basic ^pfeducts anci raw

materials t hey po ss ess are" constat ly devaluated; Their indent-

ment with' all the^ resulting 1 financial implications -iB'g-rpwxAg

.in a tragic manMB^-Purthe^more, these unequal and ungus4. re-

lations Jhave led -to .the of the economic and -finan-

cial crisis of the capitalist world with all its consequences,

especially inflation, rising prices, devaluation of currency

and a sinking ^tandardef; living -for the population,

To be, brief ,i:,:the- gap between;- the rich and 'the poor countries

is widening' ^^ tiie developed
- countries cannot evade the" responsibilty they bear for this

development, which is becoming ever more alarming, She estab-

lishment of a new international economic^ order based on
:

':

equality,, mutual -respect • and -advantage, on non-interference-
with thei: internal, affairs of -other states has become an urgent

necessity. .'

"

\'"' .' *
.'. ,-,---

'

Numerous international conferences and debates have been held,

enabling the developing : countries and the developed countries

to pass a certain number of --resolutions, after tedious nego-

tiations, concerning the' establishment of this new internatio-

nal economic order. Although these -resolutions' were not all-

satisfactory for the developing countries, not one of them

has been put into action. It-is obvious "that the road that

lies ahead is still long and strewn with obstacles set up by

the rich great powers in order ' to ^preserve- their privileges*

Experience has taught us all that -any abolition of privileges

can only be the fruit of an unyielding, persevering struggle

full of sacrifices* At the same time, parallel to this common

struggle for- the establishment" of a new international economic

orders developing countries are successfully and 'determinedly
leading, an unyielding -and steadfast struggle. to attain :

-

:

economic independence -and to consolidate their political -

independence. To be sure, the countries of the Third World

are at present poor, due to being exploited and plundered

for centuries by colonialism and then by neo-colonialism
within the framework of the existing relations of domination

and dependence* But these countries possess a huge human
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A general view ofa factory for making blankets.

Alongside traditional textile handicraft which is developing vigorously, teams of workers are organized to run factories

day and night, equipped with modern machines or machines made by our workers.

A jute-sack factory in Don Tear (Battambang) which produces 10.000 sacks a day.
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77ze entire people take part in reconstruction. Old men do light work, for example basket-making.

The pottery workshop in PrekLeap (Randal Province) employs 100 workers and produces 15.000 units per month.



Thousands ofautomatic threshing-machines are designed and made by our workers.

Each cooperative has its forge which produces articles for everyday use and agricultural instruments (ploughshares,

hoes, spades ...).

\
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Making a hydraulic pump. Two petrol-cans well joined can irrigate several hundred hectare*

Our carpenters in the cooperatives construct standardized water-wheels and threshing-machines.
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potential and important natural riches. Their mobilization and
use to a good purpose will enable a rapid economic develop-
ment which will not follow the model of the rich countries
but one suited to the specific political, economic, social
and cultural realities of each nation and people.

Trusting firmly in the energy, the potential and capabilities
of their nation and people, many developing countries have
achieved encouraging successes in the construction of their
economy;,- basing themselves on the principles of independence,
sovereignty and self-reliance. These principles mean neither
self-iscDiation nor the declared will to live in autarchy' and
to cut oneself off from international cooperation, nor yet the
rejection of all foreign aid. They mean that all efforts to-
wards economic construction must necessarily rely above all
on the inexhaustible and creative energy of the people as well
as on:.; the utilization of all the resources and the whole
potential of* the nation, | They demand of necessity a resolute
and permanent struggle against imperialism, colonialism, neo-
colonialism and all other forms of foreign domination and
.exploit at ion, a struggle to exercise full national sovereignty
over all resources and economic activities of the country,
including; the sovereign.; right to nationalize the multi-V
national companies, which absorb all the country's energies
with the aim of subjecting it to the developed countries.'
Eoreign aid is to be used as a supplement to the efforts of
the whole nation provided that it is. unconditional, not bound,
and that it helps consolidate the independence, sovereignty
and territorial integrity of, the country.

Finally, these principles ©f- independence, sovereignty and
self-reliance are by no means incompatible with the necessity
of strengthening international solidarity and cooperation,
especially with the other developing countries, based on
mutual respect of- sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-
interference in each others * internal affairs, equality and
mutual advantage. More and more countries of the Third World
are convinced that they will finally succeed in establishing
the new international economic order by means of their deter-
mined and unyielding efforts to build a national economy
based on the principle of independence, sovereignty and self-
reliance in each country, by means of cooperation based on
equality, mutual respect, mutual advantage, and non-inter-
ference with each others 1 internal affairs, and by means of
their common struggle against all relations of foreign domi-
nation and exploitation,

Mr. President,

The numerous victories won by the peoples' liberation
struggle cannot make us forget that this struggle must still
surmount numerous obstacles in the course of its long and
difficult path. The nations and peoples of the Third World
must rid themselves of a heavy economic, social and cultural
burden, the legacy of colonialism. The peoples who are still
oppressed must hear many further sacrifices in order to
attain their liberty. Imperialism, colonialism, neocolonial-
ism, racism, zionism and all forces of foreign domination
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and exploitation persist in their policy of oppression, inten-
sify their preparations for war and multiply their manoevres
of division and diversion. But the oppressed peoples know
full well that liberty, equality and human dignity are no
free gifts, but must be attained by their own struggle*. They
first achieved these goals in the epoch in which imperialism
ruled the world. They will achieve them with even greater
certitude in our present epoch, now that the liberation move-
ment has mobilized all the peoples of the Third World, and all
peace- and justice-loving peoples in the world.

By the sacrifices borne in its struggle, for national libera-
tion, the people of Kampuchea has made its contribution to
the struggle of all these peoples for a better world, where
liberty, peace, friendship, democracy, justice and social
progress prevail. At present our people continues to make
its contribution by its efforts towards the defence and re-
construction .of our war-ravaged country.

In' the past as in the present and future, the people of
Kampuchea is always one with this noble struggle of all
and justice-loving peoples and will continue to work to
hasten their victory.

Thank You!

peace-
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ARM! OF KAMPUCHEA

To celebrate the 9th anniversary of the founding of the Revo-
lutionary Army of .Kampuchea, a solemn' meeting was held, in
Phnom Penh on January 16,. 1977, uniting leaders of Democratic
Kampuchea, representatives;of the three Army Corps ; Ground,
Marine and Air, representatives of all ministries and revolu-
tionary organs and representatives .of. all organizations: of the
.capital and of all zones and regions of the country. :

The President of the Presidium of the^tate, KHIEU SAMPHAN, the
President of the Permanent Committee of , the Assembly of the
People's Representatives of Kampuchea and Prime Minister p.i.
NUOH CHEA, all Deputy Prime Ministers, all Presidents of the
Committees of State, all Ministers as well as members of the
Assembly of the People's Representatives of Kampuchea,, cadres
of the Military High Committee, the Presidents of all Divisions,
fighters, women fighters, cadres and ordinary people attended
the meeting. •

:,.:

-

-

President WOE CHEA first of all extended warmest greetings to
the participants of the meeting an behalf of the Revolutionary
Organization of Kampuchea, the Military High Committee of the
Revolutionary Army .of Kampuchea and the Government of Democrat!'
Kampuchea* He then continued!

"Since we. are gathered here on- this occasion and since meeting!
to celebrate the

:

9th anniversary of the ;founding of the Revolu-
tionary Army of -Kampuchea are' also being, held all over the

'

country, oui?; thoughts" will dwell on two points;
- Firstly s :the commemoration of this 9th anniversary is an

-occasion to recall the lofty, revolutionary heroism of the
Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea. With great, emotion and pro-
found revolutionary sentiments we remember our comrades- in-
arms, fighters, women fighters and cadres who made sublime
sacrifices throughout the acute, complex, tortuous and diffi-
cult revolutionary struggle; until the complete and .definitive
liberation of the.country and of the workers and peasants who
have become, the.; reai masters of the country and their destiny.

- Secondly^ this commemoration" is also an occasion to re-
call the time when the Revolutionary Army had nothing but its
bare hands, and to express our infinite joy at having our own
Revolutionary Army, heroic and unconditionally loyal to the
Revolutionary Organization, . to the workers and peasants, to
the revolutionary power and the beloved motherland.

Since its founding, the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea has
never ceased to strengthen and grow. At first composed of
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underground guards and after that guerilla units, it was then
made up of regional and regular forces and fought in the
guerilla war, the front war, the civil war and the revolutio-
nary war of people's national liberation against the American
imperialists and their lackeys until winning the victory of
April 17,-1975. Our Army made great ideological, political
and organizational progress. Today this Army fulfils all the
requisites of a genuine army, which is comprised of three
arms: Ground

s

' Marine, Air. It is a truly revolutionary Army
and secures the defence of the land and coastal frontiers, air
space and the entire territory.

In the Ifbousands of years of their history, our people have
never had their own Army as they do -today. Therefore this Is
a. subject of great pride and satisfaction for our people, our
Army and our Revolutionary Organization, who have struggled
for a long time -to realize Democratic Kampuchea, with a com-
munally organized people of workers and peasants, a revolution
nary power and a courageous Revolutionary. Army.

Thus, we express today our respect for the heroism of the
Revolutionary Army4nd our deep satisfaction at having such .an

Army."

"But" , added President loun Chea* "how can we express our
gratitude, towards our heroes. fighters, women fighters and
cadres of the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea, who have made
the supreme sacrifice for the $eu8e of the liberation of the
nation and the people.

How can we express our gratitude to the Revolutionary Army
which is fulfilling its tasks of defending and edifying the
country, especially of defending the land and coastal fron-
tiers and the territory?

In memory of our fighters, women fighters, cadres and com-
patriots, let allrof us, w.ether we are in the Army or outside
it, commit ourselves to-following their example and continuing
their revolutionary task. Let us fulfil our revolutionary tasks
of national defence and reconstruction, showing aJaigh sense
of responsability and doing our utmost to accomplish them as
well as possible* We could then say we had paid our debt of
gratitude. That is our determination!

Let us consolidate and develop further our revolutionary
principles and. in our various activities, important or less
important, in all our' work, great or small, let us fight! May
.the commitment to the memory of our heroes strengthen- .us

the more in our determination. Let us show an even greater
fervour! When we are faced with obstacles and difficulties,
let us recall the commitment made today, to fulfil our task
even better! Only in this way can we fulfil our task with the
amount, of gratitude we owe to the heroes, the best fighters,
women fighters and cadres of the Revolutionary Army. Then the
blood shed by the Revolutionary Army will not have been in
vain. It will have been turned Into revolutionary strength.
Let each drop of blood be turned into driving strength for the
Revolutionary Army-, for each one of us and for the people in
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A liason outpost at the front line in Prey Vim (May 1974) during the war of liberation.

Fighters of the Revolutionary Army collect weapons capturedfrom the enemy after the liberation ofPhnom Penh.
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Rice is growing vigorously aroundPhnom Penh Reinforcement work on the Prek Phneou dyke north of
Phnom Penh.

The Revolutionary Army has transformed the surroundings of Phnom Penh into a luxuriant garden where the cultivation

grows all year round.

Making threshing-machines in an Army workshop west ofPhnom Penh.
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the accomplishment of the revolutionary tasks at the .present
time.

What, are our revolutionary tasks at the present stage? It is
to abolish the hundred of years of slavery for ever. On April
1?, 1975 our country emancipated itself from slavery and our
people liberated itself definitively. On what are we concen-
trating' our efforts at the moment to fulfil our •revolutionary

, j
.
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l!ell? For 10 years, 100 years, 1 000 years, 10 000 years,
j 100 000 years it will" be .to defend Democratic Kampuchea, the

communally organised wprkers. and- peasants, of .Kampuchea- and to
build up Democratic Kampuchea with tremendous leaps. This must
be the meaning of our efforts.

Well carried out, our revolutionary tasks will contribute to
enhancing the honour and dignity of the nation, humiliated
and subjected to slavery for many centuries. Inside the
country there was slavery and from outside, we were also en-
slaved. We have never had any position or played any role,
blave in the sense of an enslaved country and in the sense of
an enslaved people.

Today, our country and our people have achieved their libera-
tion. The workers and peasants enjoy all rights. Isn't that
an honour? It is indeed an honour and a dignity. April 17,
1975, is the day of glory of our country, our people and our
Army. We must preserve this honour and make it more splendid
so as not to let it tarnish or be lost.

In a word, to fulfil our revolutionary tasks well is to express
our gratitude towards our heroes, fighters, women fighters and
cadres, who sacrified themselves, and is also to defend- the
honour of the nation and !.the people. -"

In the section devoted -to the short history of the Revolutio-
nary Army, President jruon Ghea saidi

"January 17, 1968, is the day of the founding of the Revolu-
tionary Army -of Kampuchea. What is the historical significance
o± this day? At the beginning of 1967, the traitors of the
Lon Nol clique unleashed the civil war, savagely, systemati-
cally and massively repressing and slaughtering innocent
people, patriots and revolutionaries.

January 17 s 1968, is the date we fired our first shot. Guerilla
+£ ^' formerly the underground guards, under the command of
the Revolutionary Organization, attacked the enemy camp of
Bay Damran, situated on the Songk'e River, 11 kilometres up-
stream from Battambang. In the course of this attack, our
guerilla units completely destroyed the enemy camp and seized
weapons to arm themselves. '•

January '17, 1968, is both the date of the launching of the
people's war in the whole country against the reactionary
and counter-revolutionary civil war of the enemy and the date
oi the founding of the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea."
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.Shaking aBout the : events which brought about the '" founding
of the Revolutionary-Army on January 17* 1968, President Uuon
-Chea mentioned 'the following details;

"The first . shot on January 17, 1968, was. no accidental event*
It originated in ; T960-, when the Revolutionary Organisation .of
Kampuchea- set forth the strategic' and tactic line of the7.

r

national democratic revolution. At that time, the American ^im-
perialists, their lackeys and -the various exploiting classes
exercised a ruthless dictatorship barbarous repression over
the people. They; had many weapons and means at their disposal
and beaause of 'this the political struggle alone was not
enough to win*- Ih-e:r-der to wipe them out the. Revolutionary
Organization of Kampuchea stipulated in 1960 that we must re-
course to both political violence and revolutionary armed
violence and should also build 'revolutionary forces, in parti-
cular a revolutionary army. In .1961, the* Underground Guard
was founded.

The underground- guards carried out underground activities in
the villages,^ba'^s- and 'towns, Some of

:

.them had guns, but on
the whole, they had -only axes, cleav.ers, stones.., and the re-
course to physical violence. Their task was to protect "the

cadres and the peopley and to wipe out the enemy spies and
agents who damaged the property of the people. This .was their
task. They were made up ; of -young workers and peasants or
ordinary working people.

As far as I know, there ar-e members of the Division Committees
among us who belonged to this Guard, either as liaison agents
or as cadre bodyguards,,

1/

Each guard possessed a pair
;

of breeches and a krama'. and was
armed with either^/gun^ a Crossbow, a knife or an axe. Their
numbers, grew and f grew ancl they ^ensured the safety of the
cadres Satisfactorily^ "but .a number of them were killed.
The enemy succeeded : in 'taking' guards ; and cadres

:

prisoner. The
fighters of this period'1 belonged all to the Underground Guard*
They protected the cadres

,

' safeguarded the places of work and
of meetings and. the sending of messages. These were very
dangerous miss ions i- A cadre could not go to a neighbouring
village^wlthout [ the protection of an -underground guard, at the
risk of being taken by ,i^ie\ enemy. At the same ; time, thes^
underground guards were wll 'acquainted with the situation in
the village and in the .district and knew everything about the
enemy soldiers and police: their habits of playing cards and
drinking, their transfers and the paths^ o,f their transfers.
That's why the guards guided the cadres everywhere. What a
noble task! •

Those^ are -some of the facts about-.the Underground Guard . The
guards, at the best of times with an "Enfield" or a »36 f » in
their hands, were inspired with a absolute determination.

V a krama Is a long cotton shawl, used by the peasants, as a
towel, head-covering against the sun, scarf, etc.
(see cover picture)
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Therefore oar weapons were feared , in- spite of their limited
number. The cadres , forced to move from place to place in their
work, were very close to the guards , who in turn afforded them
every protection.

The "Underground Guards grew year by year and five years later

,

in 1966, they were present in every revolutionary base-, the
smallest unit comprising three persons* The members of the
Underground Guard formed the core of the future army,

January 17, 1968, which was chosen as the founding date of the
Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea, was neither an accidental nor
a fabricated event. This event took place in the context of the
movement of struggle according to our strategy, our tactic and
our- Bc'tivities. As the first step an Underground Guard was r -

created. Then it became guerilla units. These guerilla units
opened fire in Battambang and spread the guerilla war all over
the country, making enemy resistance impossible. If this event
had not been calculated, if we had "attacked at random without
a strategy and without tactics, the enew could have wiped us
out in a single battle. Why could the enemy do nothing against
us?

In 1968, the number of guns seized from the enemy was still
very limited, but that did not matter! Because the determining
factor is not the number of guns. The determining factor is
to fight together.

So, in January the insurrection broke out in the north-west
and in February- spread

;

to the south-west. The enemy could not
concentrate its forces in the north-west since it was held up
in the south-west. When another insurrection took place in the
east, the enemy had to dispatch some of its forces to the east.
The result was that the enemy had to scatter its forces. In-
surrections broke out in the north-east, so the enemy sent a
contingent - there. Insurrections broke out in the norlir, it
sent yet another contingent, up there. In the month of April,
1968, the guerillas had spredd to 17 out of 19 provinces,

What could the enemy do in a situation where vthe revolutionary
guerilla units were simultaneously active all over the country?
It could do nothing against us, but we, or the contrary, were
in the offensive.

To sum up, the enemy was powerless against us because we had
made detailed preparations. The Army had been founded on the
basis of the organized underground forces, according to the
well-defined plans concerning the line, the strategy and the
tactics and after repeated tests. Because of its origin in
the movement, our Army is very powerful. A power which is not
due to weapons, which were below standard, nor to the forces
which were few in number, but to the Revolutionary Organiza :i

>

tion f s correct line on the people's war. Those who applied
this line correctly emerged from the movement, they are the
members of the Underground Guard who were moulded in/ the move-
ment and mastered the guerilla line of the Revolutionary Orga-
nization. They were the guerilla cadres and the core of the
Army.
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Our Army did. not emerge from a military academy-, it has-been
.bTought forth, by the revolutionary movement, itself and started
frpm nothing. Adhering to the line of the: Revolutionary Organ-
ization and mastering it, our Army launched attacks, either
with bare hands or with guns. That is what gave it its strength.
An army that can only fight with cannons. and sophisticated
weapons is not strong. On the other hand, v an army that- has-
started from nothing, born out. :of the : revolutionary movement
and that gradually develops, such an army is. very powerful.
That is the history of our Army,"

With regard to the victory of April 17, 1975, President Kuon
Chea said

:

"It ' is essential to grasp the,., meaning of the achievements of
the revolution. Did we have' planes to conquer the American
imperialists? It is good to remember it always. Let us remeE-
ber ittthis year and in the years to come, let us remember it
even in 1980, in 1990, in the year 2000, in the year 3QQ0, let
us always remember It!. Did we. have planes when we conquered
the American imperialists, the most powerful Imperialists, in
the world?

-

Ho. We did not even have boats or tanks, and the few cannons
we possessed were the booty of war. Our Army had neither .

planes, nor . tanks,
:

nor cannons. It had barely enough munition!
But

:

we won.

Why never forget the circumstances in which we achieved the
great victory? To grasp, well that our Army is pow£i?fUl. Wherein
lies its power? Its power -lies precisely ih its ldeolQgi cal*
political * and * organisational .lev el and in the correctness of
the line of struggle.

This historic commemoration of the founding of the Revolutio-
nary Army allows us "to see better the greatness and strength
of the Revolutionary Army, and if we continue to consolidate
'and develop it, no enemy will ever be able to attack us. Our
Army is not an army of aggression' but in the case of aggression
by whatever country,, it will fight, with the people for as 'many
years as necessary, adhering to this line. If we had had planes,
boats, tanks and cannons but not mastered the line of the
peopled war and the military line of the Revolutionary Organi-
sation, our strength would not have been that of our Army when
it: conquered the American imperialists and had neither planes,
nor boats, nor tanks.

Let us always remember: What the circumstances were, what
material we used, what the political consciousness was when
we conquered the" American imperialists. This merits a detailed
^Kamination,

"

President Wuon Chea continued stressing the task of continuing
to build, consolidate and develop the Revolutionary Army. He
.pointed out in particulars

"Prom its founding until the present day, throughout the long
years of revolutionary struggle, the Revolutionary Army

m

of
Kampuchea has stood innumerable tests, using revolutionary
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violence in complex and tortuous situations, conducting
guerilla warfare within the frame of an acute civil war, and
for five years courageously waging the people's national
liberation war through all kinds of difficulties until the
great victory of April 17, 1975, was won* To bring about this
victory, our Army has indisputably high qualities on the poli-
tical, ideological and organizational -levels and has perfectly
grasped the military line of the Revolutionary Organization
and its line of people's war and of struggle.

What are the tasks of the Army today? Do they stop there or do
they go on? Should the qualities of the Army remain at this
point or should they -continue to flourish? The qualities of
our Army shown up today deserve our pride and satisfaction*
Nevertheless , we must continue to build, consolidate and deve-
lop

^
our

^
Army to increase its capacity for defence and its par-

ticipation < in national reconstruction."

Speaking of the situation in national reconstruction, President
Nuon Chea, emphasized the need to consolidate and develop the
principles of independence,, and sovereignty and of self-reliance.
He said:

"Experience has taught us that by rigourously relying on our
own strength, the revolution, the liberation of the country,
defence and national reconstruction develop well and achieve
success.

During the five years' of the war of aggression of the American
imperialists, which aimed at destroying everything and went
beyond the limits of barbary, we tackled the economic problems.
We did not import a single grain of paddy.. We managed to be-
come self-sufficient. Of course we met with difficulties, but
we always found their solutions.

What about our plan for 1976? Are we able to apply the measures
laid down by the State, concerning the supply of rice? The
reports coming in from all regions since the beginning of the
month and the visits we paid recently allow us to conclude that
the measures have been completely applied everywhere. The pro-
duction of paddy has attained the objectives laid down in the
plan for 1976. The production plans for rubber were also ful-
filled. The same applies to the production of cereals and
industrial crops*

,

Emerging from a war that caused immense destructions, we have
successfully fulfilled our plan 100%, in full independence and
sovereignty, and by relying on our own strength to overcome
innumerable obstacles. What was possible during the war is also
possible afterwards. We must cherish this tradition and streng-
then and develop this principle to vigorously safeguard national
defence and reconstruction. Besides, our strength will not
cease to grow because we have more and more experienced

President Kuon Chea ended his speech by talking about the pros-
pects for the futuie:
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"The revolutionary situation is developing well in all fields.
The revolution in Kampuchea is being consolidated and deve-
loped further in all fields, moving from progress to progress,,
This is the general situation at the present. In 1977 the
situation will surely develop' eveh "better -t'Jian in-1976.

?f

Coming to a close, on behalf of the Revolutionary Organization
of Kampuchea , the Military High Committee of the Revolutionary
Army of Kampuchea and the Government of Democratic Kampuchea,
President Nuon Chea wished all the representatives of the
Revolutionary Army present at the meeting, and through them,
all the fighters, women fighters and cadres at the land and
coastal frontiers and all over the country, good health and
new victories in the accomplishment of their tasks in the new
stage of the revolution, in defence as well as in their parti-
cipation in the reconstruction of Democratic Kampuchea,

The end of the speech was marked by resounding hails: "Long
live the Revolutionary Organization of Kampuchea!", "Long
live the revolution of Kampuchea!", "Long live the people of
Kampuchea!", "Let us hail the 9th Anniversary of the Revolu-
tionary Army of Kampuchea!", "Long live the Revolutionary
Army of Kampuchea!", "^ay the Revolutionary Army of Kampuchea
launch offensives in. tremendous leaps in national defence a~
reconstruction in the new stage of the revolution! "

.

nd

After the speech by the Preeident of the
of the Assembly of the People's Represent
and Prime Minister p.i c , representatives
Revolutionary Army corps from every zone
tatives of ministries and organs also spo
determination to learn from the history o
Army of Kampuchea and to imbue themselves
sacrifice, fighting spirit,
sense of collectivity shown
selves for the cause of the
for the revolutionary cause

revolutionary
by /the heroes
people's nati
of our people

Permanent Commit t ee
atives of Kampuchea
of the Staff of all
and region, represent
ke and pledged their
f the Revolutionary
with the spirit of
heroism and the high
who sacrificed them-
onal liberation and

The meeting took place in an atmosphere of great unity of
truggle and victory*
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MY" GRANDMOTHER WAS NOT MAD !

This moving story traces the life of a young nurse
and through all the turnings, the history of the
liberation struggle of the people of Kampuchea, led
by the Revolutionary Organization* The immense sacri-
fices made by the poor, their boundless devotion to
the revolution during the long hard years had not been
in vain. Today their true representatives,- who come
directly from the underground or from faraway villages,
from forests full of wild animals and mosquitoes or
from the mountains, are sitting in every organ of
revolutionary- -power. Most of'them originate from poor
peasant families which the ruling classes of the old
regime had written off as good-for-nothings and
ignoramus es« -

Here is the story:

I am the youngest of a poor peasan* family from Prambey Mum
(Thong District,. Kompong Speu Province) and have been an
orphan since I- was very small. I learned what had happened to
my parents .from my grandmother and the villagers.

At the end of 1954, the reactionary traitors began a campaign
of ruthless repression in the countryside. Patriots who had
fought against the French colonialists were taken prisoner and
butchered at, random. Paced with: this crucial situation, my
father and other militants left the village.

One month later, enemy troops surrounded the village with the
intention of arresting my fat hei?. After they had set fire to
our hut and those of -many' other villagers and still found no
trace of my father,' they headed for my mother. I was only two year
old at the time and just able to walk. The moment she realized
the danger, my mother handed me over to my grandmother with
the words:
-"Mother, bring up my child to become a revolutionary later

and avenge her parents. if

The enemy soldiers brutally dragged my mother and my five old-
er brothers and sisters into their car and took them away.

My mother was subjected to the most savage torture by the
enemy in an attempt to discover the hideout of my father and
the other cadres. They went so far as to take hold of my
brothers and sisters and break their arms and legs before her
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very eyes. But no jphysicaJLor moral torture could break my
mother. On the contrary* her hatred for the enemy burned deep-
er than ever.

After ten days of torture, the enemy still got nothing out of
my mother. At the end of their tether, they dragged her away
to be buried alive with my five brothers and sisters. At the
burialsppt itself , the enemy tried ore last tricks if my moth-
er revealed my father's hiding-place, her life and those of her
five children would be spared. But my mother saids -

:

•--"XJhildren^ rather- die than live under, the yoke of exploita-
tion of these traitors. We will die but the entire people will
:rise up to wipe out the traitors and avenge, us."
The .enemy began to bury my mother and her five children alive.
But my 'mother, almost completely buried and at tiie.,;pdMt of
choking, : hurled these words into the enemy's facer
-"Long live the Revolutionary Organization of Kampuchea! The

r evolut ion pf Kampuchea will be victorious! The traitors will
be wiped out! 11

Buried alive by the enemy, my mother and my five brothers ?and
sisters had made the supreme sacrifice.

As soon as my grandmother heard this news she- took me back to
the village. She did not ;cry but she had changed. Her only
thought^ was ,to annihilate tide enegy. and each time she saw £>ne

anywhere ne;ar; th© village,; she would threaten him with a stick
"and demand th« return of her daughter and grandchildren. But
she never looked for trouble with the other villagers.

The villagers looked^ after us with great care. They used to
help my grandmother ^ith all the bigger work like ploughing,
sowing and harvesting and often -brought her prepared meals, My
grandmother would pound rice, fetch water and cook.

We lived like that until 1968. I was already sixteen and well
able to do all the work for My .grandmother. I also joined the
village mutual-aid team. .-.

:

In that year the whole people waged a combined armed and poli-
tical struggle, under 'the leadership of the just and farsight ed
Revolutionary Organization, the young people took to the fo-
rests in great numbers. The enemy intensified their repression
and made attacks on our villages day and .night.' But the Revolu-
tionary Army used to emerge -often from the forests to annihi-
late the enemy, inflicting a great xasny deaths and casualties
on them each time . Whenever my grandmother heard shots, she
used to says

:
,

?>-*-.
=:

-"Ah, those are my grandchildren defeating our enemies."

At the end of -1968 the struggle increased. The enemy wanted to
move the village population nearer to their outpost.

-"If anyone helps the Red Khmer, the whole village will be
butchered," they threatened*

One day I noticed my grandmother was spreading more paddy than
usual.
-"Why are you spreading so much paddy?" I asked her.
-"Don't say a word to anyone, but try $*our best to pound it

all today," she replied.
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^4 tow ofwomen cooks of the Revolutionary Army during the war of liberation against US imperialists and their lackeys.

A medical service team from a cooperative visiting the peasants, to advise on health and explain the rules of hygiene.
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Technical schools have been opened.

Our pupils come there to do concrete studies

and concrete work.

ym&

Practical tasks are entrusted to the children

of the cooperatives outside class-hours

(for example looking after cattle).
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I always did eve
faned all the pa

Three days later
not dare ask her

~" Grandmother,
She put her arms

-"If you know,
tend you know no
We took half a s

rything my grandmother said. I pounded and
ddy and my grandmother hid it*

she spread more.- paddy. I was amazed but did
anything.
where are you going? Let me come with you."
around me and whispered:
hear or see anything, don't tell a soul* Pre
thing and understand nothing." '

ack of rice each and left.

V/hen we arrived
people loading r
understand.

at" the edge of the forest , I saw a group of
ice and talking softly. I was beginning to

myMy grandmother began talking about-: my father, my mother and
five brothers and sisters who had been buried alive by the
enemy

.

;

Tears came to my eyes and my grandmother said with a
smile, "Don't cry." Pointing out the road I was to take, she said
-"You must follow in your parents' footsteps and continue the

revolution to avenge them and your brothers and sisters. The
revolution has now burst out all over the country - that's the
path you must follow in order to develop, for your future and
the future of all poor peasants."
At that moment I realized that my
that for over ten years her heart
hatred. In those days she used to
and they took it she was mad, but
of struggle the enemy could never have suspected. At the same
time she brought me up to carry on the revolution "and avenge
my parents and the people.

I began to love my grandmother even more. Class-hatred was
smouldering inside me and my thirst for avenge nearly made my
heart burst.

grandmother was not mad, but
had been glowing with class-
rant and rave at the enemy-
in fact she had used a form

In the middle of 1969 I went into the forests and became a
cook in the Army. I fulfilled this task with enthusiasm and went
off each day through the forest to look for sweet potatoes,
manioc and fruit to make soup and other dishes. The "uncle"
fighters must eat well and remain strong to annihilate the
eneiny e

In the evenings the "uncle" fighters taught me reading and
arithmetic. At the same time, the Organization educated me poli-
tically and organizationally.

Within a short time, I changed from being a lonely orphan with-
out a future to a revolutionary young girl fill of fierce
hatred for the enemy and learned to live in the warmth of the
great revolutionary family.

Then the "uncle" fighters gave me elementary training in medi-
cine. I quickly learned how to give injections and apply band-
ages* I worked both in the kitchen and as a nurse.

After the Coup d'Etat on March 18, 1970, the revolutionary
movement spread anl developed in all areas.
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At the beginning of- 1971 ,the Organization decided I should
study medicine. After six months of study I tried very hard to
put theory into practice at. the front, with the fighters of
the.Revolutipnary, Army. Although I still lacked experience and
knowledge, I did my utmost to serve the front, using all my
physical, moral and intellectual strength and always ready to
give my life for the revolution, taking part in the -annihila-
tion of the: enemy until the glorious historic victory of 17th
April.; 1975* ;i; :

My" parents gave me life, my grandmother and the people brought
me up, but the.Revolutionary Organization educated and formed
me ideologically and morally, as well as my outlook and ideas*
I have become a young revolutionary girl with a noble ideal
and a glorious future. I feel great joy in fulfilling the
tasks entrusted to me by the Organization as a contribution
to .the defence of the country and its reconstruction in tre-
mendous leaps. "

:
- :

'

!:
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(Song - translation not in verse1
/)

Let's aim our guns and rifles, let's fire
On the nest of bandits in Phnom Penh.
The liberation Army, fast as lightning,
Intrepid assaults the big traitors.

The Lon Nol-clique wishes to flee the country!
Let's advance and pursue this clique down to its nest!
Let's crush it for ever,
This regime, these big traitors.

April 17th 1975,
Oudong is taken, Phnom Penh liberated.
All our spearheads meet
Right in the heart of Phnom Penh.

The enemy is beaten in the north, we move upstream,
Our victorious guns from the north-east are still crashing.
But already over the Court of Chaktomouk
The revolutionary banner is waving.

The victory is grand, historic.
The people of Kampuchea is prodigious.
The Revolutionary Army, heroic sons,
Their fame as victors is great.-

Long live the prodigious people of Kampuchea!
Long live the victorious Liberation Army!
Conqueror of barbaric US-aggression,
This victory is historic and renowned.

At 9*30, resounding drums and shouts
Climbing to the sky.
The population of Phnom Penh hails , cheeres
And shouts i "Cheyo!"

We've liberated Phnom Penh. -

We've thrown out the US-bandits
And their lackeys.
We've liberated our beloved Kampuchea.

Long, long live the new Kampuchea
Democratic, progressive , renowned,
Independent , non-aligned

!

Her glory is everlasting.

The English translation does not allow to render to this
song its whole beauty and revolutionary spirit.


